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Abstract 

 

This paper uses a new authentication tool that uses voter facial recognition in online voting. T

here are currently two electoral systems in India. These are secret ballot and Electronic Votin

g Machines (EVM), but both methods have some limitations or disadvantages. India is yet to 

implement online voting. The current voting system is also not secure. Voters must go to a se

parate location, such as a polling place, and make an appointment to vote, so many do not hav

e time to vote. Voters who do not have the right to vote may also vote fraudulently, which ca

n cause many problems. So we need to find a very useful or useful voting or method for votin

g in this project. In our approach, we set three levels of security during voting. The first level 

is unique identification number (UID) verification, the second level is voter identification nu

mber (EID), and the third level is face or facial recognition. With the new demands of each v

oter, the security level of our system has been greatly improved. Improve the user authenticati

on process by adding facial authentication to the application, which will verify whether a part

icular user is an authenticated user. 

 

 Introduction 

Today, two methods are used to vote in India. [1] The first method is secret ballot, which uses

 many formats [2], while the second method is EVM (Electronic Voting Machine), which has

 been used since 2003. It is safer than currently existing machines. In this project, facial detec

tion and recognition techniques are used to identify the real person. Our plan uses three levels

 of verification for voters. Commission Identification Number) is correct, you must select Lev

el 3 security, which is the main security level where the system now identifies the actual vote

r's face from the data in the facial photo provided by the Electoral Commission. If the photo 

matches the voter's image on file, the voter can vote in the election. Anyone can vote for othe

rs using a voting card, but here we have created a safer voting method than the current system 
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3. Important Events:- 

 

In the current election, machine ballet [3] was used showing the symbols of various political 

parties. Voting is done when we press the button with the symbol of the social organization (

party). In the current system, the possibility of fake votes is higher. Voters can use fake votin

g cards to vote, which can cause problems. In the current system, voters have to travel long di

stances to reach the ballot boxes. That's why we need a good way to detect fake voters while 

voting. Therefore,Figure 1 Voting Process Exit ScenarioFacial authentication is used to identi

fy the correct person and ensure that the system works on the internet and helps people vote f

rom where they are. br> 4. Disclosure Process:We are using three different types of security i

n this projectLevel 1:-

 Unique Identification Number (UID) [4]. The system will request a unique ID from the voter

. Login information is verified against information provided by the Election Commission. [5]I

n the second stage of verification, the voter must enter his Electoral Board identification num

ber or voter registration number. The login ID number is verified with information provided b

y the Election Commission. Facial images are taken from data provided by the Election Com

mission.is used to capture changes in a collection of face images, and this data is used to enco

de the images of each face. The coded image of each face is then compared to the image of th

e entire face. The eigensurfaces themselves form the basis set for all graphs used to construct 

the variance matrix. The small size of the resulting base image is used to represent the origina

l training image created to reduce dimensionality. Classification is done by comparing how th

e base set represents the face. The space is defined by "eigenfaces", which are the eigenvector

s of a set of faces. Set up and calculate the eigenfaces that define the eigenspace (using PCA 

projection). It is classified as known or unknown.   

Classification using nearest neighbors 

Experiments and results 

The information used here comes from the ORL face database. Profiles of 16 users with 10 vi

ews per person.   

 

5. Comparison of two systems:- 

Here we can say that our offer is safer than the current offer. We see that there is no security l

evel in the current system and anyone can cast a fake vote using their voting card. However, 

we see that we use three levels of security in our approach. If the voter cannot pass the securit

y level, he cannot vote. 

 

 

SCOPE: - 
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1. Highly secured because in this project we have to use face recognition [7]. And face 

comparison. Tech. so false user can’t give votes. 

2. We can access result (counting) faster than existing system. Because ballet system [8] 

takes much more time for counting process. 

3. Online voting system increase voting percentage in India. Because lots of people don’t 

give vote. they think that the voting process is to lengthy but in our approach any one can 

give vote from home easily. 
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I). All new users in India must first register to vote. During registration, the user's face is capt

ured using the webcam and the pattern of the face is stored in the server database for security 

purposes. We will use three levels of security during the election; the first level is unique auth

entication, the second level is voting, and the third level is facial recognition. The system will

 check whether the unique ID and voter ID entered by the voter are correct. If the unique ID o

r voter ID is correct, the system will retrieve the voter's image and compare it with the corres

ponding image in the database or server. If the photo in the warehouse matches the voter's ph

oto, he or she is allowed to vote. Seven). The voting page will have icons/buttons of all politi

cal parties, regardless of the party participating in the election. Voters can vote in elections. 

When the voter casts his/her vote, the voter ID is automatically displayed, so we can say that 

the voter can only vote. Only users authorized by the Election Commission will be able to log

 in to the counting table with a secure ID and password, and voting will continue if the ID and

 password are correct. 

 

CONCLUSION: - 
 

As we see that existing voting system has many defects such as lengthy process, time 

taking, not secure, bogus voting, no security level but now we can say that our 

approach is more useful and secure from the existing system. Since, we are using three 

level of security in this proposed system the false voters can be easily identified. The 

facial authentication technique is very much useful in identifying the fraud voters, so we 

can avoid the bogus votes during election commission. The voters can cast their voting 

from anywhere by login to our proposed smart voting system through internet. As 

every operation is performed through internet connectivity so, it is one- time 

investment for government. Voters’ location is not important but their voting is 

important. As data is stored in centralized repository so, data is accessible at any time 

as well as backup of the data is possible. Smart voting system provides updated result 

at each and every minute. Also requires less man power and resources. The database 

needs to be updated every year or before election so that new eligible citizens may be 

enrolled and those who are dead are removed from the voter list. 

 

As we see, current elections have many disadvantages such as long process, time consuming, 

lack of security, fake votes, no security, but now we can say that our method is more. useful, 

more. Existing security systems. Since we use three levels of security in this process, fake vot

ers can be easily detected. Facial authentication technology is very useful in detecting fraudul

ent voters so that we can prevent fraudulent votes during elections. Voters can vote from any

where by logging into our smart voting system over the internet. It is an investment for the go

vernment as all work is done online. The location of the voters does not matter, but their vote

s do. Because data is stored in a central storage location, it can be accessed and retrieved at an

y time. Smart survey provides new results every minute. It also requires less manpower and r

esources. The database must be updated annually or before an election so that eligible citizen

s can be registered and deceased persons can be removed from the voter rolls 
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